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'It is not essential for recognition by the court that the foreign court
should assume jurisdiction on the grounds laid down by section 18 of
the Matrimonial Causes Act, 1950* It is sufficient that facts exist
which would enable the English courts to assume jurisdiction.'1
Thus, 'it is the facts of the case, not the content of the jurisdic-
tional rule, which must be investigated*.2 It may now be taken
as settled that a foreign decree will be recognized where the
facts, if reversed, disclose a situation in which the English court
would have possessed jurisdiction.3
In effect, this means that the original conception of sub-
stantial similarity has been discarded in favour of merely
ascertaining whether in the actual circumstances of the case the
English court would have assumed jurisdiction had the facts
been reversed. It is, therefore, no longer necessary to discuss
the reasoning upon which Davies J. based his decision in Dunne
v. Saban.* In view of the new slant given to the doctrine of
reciprocity, the same decision would be reached now, though
presumably on a different ground.
As regards choice of law, these decisions show that if the Ground of
residential qualification is in fact satisfied it is immaterial that ^^
the wife obtained the foreign divorce for a reason not recognized immaterial
by the English law of her domiciL This ruling: contains the to.
',-,P.	T	«	.r.	r°	.,	.    reciprocal
seeds or injustice.5 It puts the wire in a more favourable posi- recogaition
tion than the husband by enabling the wife to reside for three
years in a foreign country and then to obtain a divorce that
would not be possible under English law. Perhaps, however,
this is inevitable, for, as we have seen, the exercise by the
English court of its jurisdiction under section 18 of the Act
may produce the same unfortunate result.6
I      In Mountbatten v. Mountbattetfi the possibility of reciprocal Reciprocity
/ recognition was considered in connexion with the doctrine of ^Clplc
Armitage v. Attorney-General?	extended to
The husband, domiciled in England, married his wife in 1950 and
lived with her in New York City until December 1952, when he re- Vm
turned to England. The wife refused to accompany him and in 1954 she
1	Ibid., at p. 88.
2	35 B.T.B.LL. p. 266 (P. B. Carter).
3	Manning v. Manning, supra.
4	[*95 $] P- X7^* For a discussion of this case, see 31 B.T.B.LL. 472-4 (J. M.
Sinclair); 35 B.T.BJ.L. 366; 4 /„ &f CX.g., 389 (Gilbert M. Kennedy),
s 35 B.TJBJ.L. 268-9.	6 Supra, pp. 389-90.
7 [1959] P. 43; 35 B.T.B.LL. 269-72 (P. B. Carter); 8 /. » CJL.Q.
404-12,	* [19^3 P. 13 $; **&*, p. 394-

